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“Fake News”
and other Lies

Source: European Parliament Research Service



A cacophony 
of terms

Source: “How Do You Define a Problem Like Influence?” Alicia Wanless, James Pamment. December 30, 2019; 
Journal Article; Journal of Information Warfare.



Disinformation

дезинформация

Source: “Captain of the Soviet Country Leads Us From One Victory to Another,” Boris Efimov, 1933



Misinformation 
and “MDM”

Source: First Draft News



Content based 
terminology

Source: First Draft News



Content Responses to Content Problems

Remove Reduce Inform

content and accounts 

that violate our 

Community Standards

distribution of low quality 

content (including false 

news)

people by giving them 

more context, so they can 

decide what to read, trust, 

and share
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Information 
Operations

Source: JP 3-13



Historical Terms:
Political Warfare
and “Active 
Measures”



Propaganda 
and Public 
Diplomacy



Influence 
Operations

Influence Operation (IO)

Coordinated efforts to manipulate or corrupt public debate for a strategic goal.

Covert IOOvert IO

State media, official government 
actors, etc. 

Coordinated Inauthentic Behavior, 
foreign Interference



How did we go 
from influence 
ops to CIB?



A long trail of 
deception and 
influence



Deterrence in 
the IO space

de·ter·rence
/dəˈtərəns/ 
noun 

the action of discouraging an action or event through instilling doubt 
or fear of the consequences.

Disruption (removal of networks / fake accts, blocking domains)
PNG (persona non grata)
Disclosure (public sharing of threat research and analysis, 
including attribution when possible)
Transparency (labels, informational notifications)
Notification (User alerts)
Information sharing (industry, government, civil society)
Soft action to bring violators back in compliance (demotion, 
warnings, etc.)



Deterrence in 
the IO space



Signals of 
Success?

Threat actors shift to use other platforms

Threat actors get caught before they can build an audience 

Civil society more aware of threat actor tactics

Threat actors cannot get real-world traction

Increased whole-of-society lead sharing

Threat actors forced into better opsec/adapt


